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Abstract—The actual value of the Deep Web comes from
integrating the data its applications provide. Such applications
offer human-oriented search forms as their entry points, and
there exists a number of tools that are used to fill them
in and retrieve the resulting pages programmatically. Solution
that rely on these tools are usually costly, which motivated
a number of researchers to work on virtual integration, also
known as metasearch. Virtual integration abstracts away from
actual search forms by providing a unified search form, i.e.,
a programmer fills it in and the virtual integration system
translates it into the application search forms. We argue that
virtual integration costs might be reduced further if another
abstraction level is provided by issuing structured queries in
high-level languages such as SQL, XQuery or SPARQL; this
helps abstract away from search forms. As far as we know, there
is not a proposal in the literature that addresses this problem. In
this paper, we propose a reference framework called IntegraWeb
to solve the problems of using high-level structured queries to
perform deep-web data integration. Furthermore, we provide a
comprehensive report on existing proposals from the database
integration and the Deep Web research fields, which can be
used in combination to address our problem within the previous
reference framework.

Index Terms—Internet and emerging technologies; Semantic
Web.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Deep Web is composed of millions of applications that

provide valuable data, which is usually served by querying

search forms coded in HTML [4], [15], [52]. There are a

number of studies in the bibliography about the Deep Web,

which state a growth in the number of deep-web applications.

Bergman’s report [4] estimated 200 000 applications in 2001,

Chang et al. [15] estimated 307 000 applications in 2004 and,

finally, Madhavan et al. [52] estimated 25 million of deep-web

applications in 2007.

Our research focus on the usage of high-level structured

queries to integrate the deep-web data, which may help reduce

the cost of a deep-web data integration solution.

To integrate the deep-web data is crucial but challenging

since its data is behind search forms [50], which are designed

by and for users and they do not have formally-defined

semantics. Virtual integration (also known as metasearch [16],

[37]) is a technique to perform deep-web data integration [52].

Supported by the European Commission (FEDER), the Spanish and the An-
dalusian R&D&I programmes (grants TIN2007-64119, P07-TIC-2602, P08-
TIC-4100, TIN2008-04718-E, TIN2010-21744, TIN2010-09809-E, TIN2010-
10811-E, and TIN2010-09988-E).

Virtual integration approaches provide a unified search form

for a specific domain, e.g., travels, hotels or flights. This search

form is built by merging search forms of the same or related

domains [35], [37]; the user fills it in, and the system translates

the unified search form to fill the application search forms in.

Virtual integration approaches issue queries through search

forms by means of the field values of the unified search

form, which has proved to reduce integration costs [16], [37].

Increasing the abstraction level using high-level structured

query languages may indeed help reduce integration costs.

In the virtual integration approaches, the unified search form

abstracts away from the actual applications, dealing with the

query capabilities of the application search forms. High-level

structured queries abstract away even from the unified search

form, which has also its own query capabilities and do not have

formally-defined semantics: the developer of a integration so-

lution is only concerned with developing appropriate queries,

which are posed over the solution. Note that the unified search

form allows more specific queries than keyword-based query

interfaces, and high-level structured languages allow even

more specific and complex queries.

In this paper, we propose to use high-level structured

queries to perform deep-web data integration, and report on a

reference framework called IntegraWeb that combines results

from the database integration and the Deep Web research

fields. Specifically, database integration techniques provide

the architecture of the solution. Deep-web virtual integration

approaches are used to deal with the search forms of the deep-

web applications. Finally, both deep-web surfacing and virtual

integration approaches retrieve data pages and, in combination

with information extraction and ontologising techniques, ex-

tract structured data from these pages.

This paper is organised as follows: Section II presents the

research efforts made on the database integration and the Deep

Web research fields. In Section III, we present IntegraWeb and

we survey the state of the art in deep-web data integration. We

conclude with Section IV, which presents our conclusions.

II. RESEARCH ON DATA INTEGRATION

In the last 10-15 years, data integration has been a very

active research field [33]. The first approaches to data in-

tegration were related to database and, in next years, these

approaches have been converging to the Web. Note that high-

level structured queries can be specified in a number of
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languages, e.g., SQL or XQuery [7] are used in the context of

database, and SPARQL [61] in the Semantic Web arena.

Database integration techniques focus on providing unified

access to a number of applications. Each application has

one or more models of its data, which is commonly called

schemes. Schemes are comprised of schema attributes, which

are the properties of the schema, e.g., the departure date of a

flight. Amongst the schemes there are a number of semantic

mappings (“semantic glue”), which are formulae that provide

the semantic relationships between the schema attributes [51],

[54].

The existing approaches in the database integration research

field are Mediators [26], [33], Peer Data Management Systems

(PDMS) [20] and PayGo systems [52], [68].

Mediators offer a mediated schema to the schemes of the

integrated applications (known as application schemes), and

they need wrappers to provide access to them. Mediators deal

with the translation of the user query by means of the semantic

mappings. The user query is posed over the mediated schema

and it is translated into some queries over the suitable appli-

cation schemes. Finally, the data of the different applications

is combined to give an answer to the user. TSIMMIS [26] is

an example of a Mediator.

Peer Data Management Systems (or PDMS) are the next

step in database integration systems after Mediators. The

mediated schema in Mediators is actually a bottleneck in

the process [31], [32]. Instead of having a unique mediated

schema, the applications in PDMS have their own schema and

there are mappings between these schemes. An example of a

PDMS is Piazza [30].

PayGo systems are the next step after PDMS and they have

a gradually increasing presence in the database integration

community [22], [50], [52], [68]. PayGo systems are inspired

in the concept of Dataspaces [22], [29] that do not require full

semantic integration of the applications to provide integration

services. These systems offer one schema for each application

(as in PDMS) or a mediated schema (as in Mediators) but there

is a key difference: the uncertainty. Instead of full semantic

mappings, PayGo systems use probabilistic mappings and

schemes. An example of PayGo systems is UDI [68].

The existing techniques that are used to have access to the

Deep Web are surfacing [2], [43], [53], [65], [71] and virtual

integration [16], [37].

Deep-web surfacing approaches (also known as crawling

[2], [43], [53], [65], [71]) provide automatic access to the Deep

Web. These approaches expose deep-web pages behind search

forms and index them in search engines. These techniques pre-

compute the most relevant form submissions for the selected

search forms. These systems do not have to cope with the

problem of building schemes, instead of this, the challenge

is to automatically generate relevant form submissions that

retrieve significant data pages. Google’s Deep Web Crawl is

an example of a deep-web surfacing system [53].

Virtual integration approaches work similarly to Mediators.

They offer a unified search form that is created by using the

search forms of the integrated applications, which are usually

of the same or related domains. The user fills the unified search

form in and it is used to fill the search forms of the different

deep-web applications in. After submitting a filled form, a

result page is obtained, and it is typically a list of links to data

pages, e.g., a list of books in Amazon. Finally, data pages have

to be retrieved. An example of a deep-web virtual integration

system is MetaQuerier [16].

III. INTEGRAWEB

IntegraWeb is our contribution to combine the database

integration and the Deep Web techniques. IntegraWeb is a

reference framework that allows to integrate deep-web data

using a high-level structured query language, such as SQL,

XQuery or SPARQL.

In Figure 1, we present an example of deep-web data

integration that consists of a unique entry point, which models

information about travels (virtual schema), and it integrates

two application schemes that models information about flights

and hotels (application schemes). The Query Processing task

takes the user query over the virtual schema as input and

translates it into a number of queries to the application

schemes, in the example, the user wishes to start the travel

on October, 5 and the price must not exceed 3500e. This

query is translated into a number of queries for flights and

hotels.

The Search Form Processing task takes one application

query as input and it calculates a number of search form

submissions that has to performed to answer the application

query. In our example, for flights, an origin and a destination

airport need to be filled in; note that if the application query

specifies the name of the city, it has to be transformed into

the airport(s) of this city. The Deep Web Accessing task deals

with the extraction of deep-web application instances by filling

the search forms in, navigating through the result pages and

extracting and giving semantics to the data pages. Finally, the

instances have to be filtered and compiled in both Search Form

Processing and Query Processing tasks.

In the next sections, we describe the processes performed

by each task in the IntregraWeb reference framework, and we

survey the most related literature.

A. Query processing

The Query Planner (cf. Figure 2) takes a high-level struc-

tured user query as input, this query has to be expressed

in terms of a virtual schema, and it generates an execution

plan by using the mappings involving other schemes. The

execution plan consists of a number of queries, each of which

is related to one application schema only. The execution of the

queries can be ordered (i.e., the results of a query are used by

another query) or parallel (i.e., independent queries). The Plan

Executor takes an execution plan as input and iterates until

it is finished. In each iteration, a query over an application

schema is processed. Finally, the Query Compiler combines

the intermediate instances retrieved from the applications using

the execution plan and returns the results to the user. These

intermediate instances may need filtering.
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Fig. 1. An example of deep-web data integration
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Fig. 2. The IntegraWeb reference framework

In the Query Processing task of our example (cf. Figure 1),

the execution plan could be parallel, if the applications do not

have any dependency between them, or could be ordered and it

retrieves firstly flight instances and then hotel instances, e.g.,

the departure flight departs at October, 5 and arrives at the

destination city at October, 6, the idea is to book the hotel

the same day we arrive at the destination city. Therefore,

in this example, the arrival date at the hotel needs to be

October, 6 but note that we start the journey on October, 5.

There exists a dependency between the flight application and

the hotel application. To the best of our knowledge, there is

not a proposal that takes this problem into account, i.e., the

dependency between two (or more) application schemes.

In this module, any database integration technique is suit-

able. When using Mediators, the system is configured having

a mediated schema and a number of application schemes. In

Mediators, mappings are defined mainly using two techniques:

Global-as-View (GaV) and Local-as-View (LaV) [33]. In GaV,

the mediated schema is defined in terms of views over applica-

tion schemes and, in LaV, application schemes are defined in

terms of views over the mediated schema [28], [45]. Another

technique is GLaV [24] that combines the advantages of LaV

and GaV. A query posed over a GaV system is answered by

query unfolding [9] and, in LaV systems, by query answering

[28]. Another technique to answer a query over a mediated

schema is to approximate it to the application schemes [14].

In other systems, such as PDMS or PayGo, the semantic

mappings are specified by using GaV, LaV, GLaV. Generating

those mappings is a labour-intensive and error prone task, so

it is needed tools that help user to build and maintain them or

tools that generate them automatically. The Clio system is an

example of a tool that helps users to specify their mappings

[27].

The Clio system requires a user to devise the mappings. The

process of inferring such mappings automatically is commonly

referred to as schema matching. Rahm and Bernstein [66]

surveyed the schema matching techniques in 2001, a more

recent survey is presented in [21]. Schema matching is a very

active research field, but it is still an open problem because of

an unavoidable consequence of ambiguity in the meaning of

the data to be integrated [5]. Therefore, the intervention of a

human is needed.

According to Bernstein and Melnik [5], the solution is to

raise the level of abstraction in which mappings are speci-

fied, and they propose the model management technique that

supports working with mappings between schemes in a high

abstraction level. Another challenge in the semantic mappings

field is to work with uncertainty, an approach is probabilistic

semantic mappings and PayGo systems support them [68].

Finally, the Semantic Web research field is facing up the

problem of querying distributed applications, and there are

some approaches that translate a user query into a number of

queries that are issued to multiple applications. Quilitz and

Leser [63] or Langegger et al. [44] divide a SPARQL user

query into a number of queries that are issued to multiple

SPARQL endpoints. User queries are issued to a global schema

that is comprised of multiple endpoints, which are defined as

views over the global schema. Note that in the Semantic Web

context, the recommendation of the W3C for the high-level
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structured query language is SPARQL [61].

B. Search Form processing

The Search Form Planner (cf. Figure 2) takes an application

query as input, which is expressed in terms of one application

schema, and generates a search form plan that consists of a

number of search form submissions, i.e, a number of form

filling values which are taken from the query that is being

analysed, and a filter for each submission, this filter is applied

during navigation.

The Search Form Plan Executor takes a search form plan

and feeds the Filler with form filling values and the Navigator

with the appropriate filter. Note that query values could need

some transformations to perform form filling. There can exist

schema attributes that do not correspond to any fields in the

search form. The constraints in a query that refer to those

attributes must be grouped and applied as a post-filter to the

results the search form returns. This process is performed

by the Search Form Compiler, which is also responsible for

combining the result instances retrieved by the Extractor, using

the search form plan.

Existing approaches model a search form as a parameterised

view over the application schema [59]. In this context, to

have an answer for an application query, we can use the

techniques for answering queries using views [28] (cf. Section

III-A). A key concept in this module is query feasibility: it

analyses whether a query can be issued over a schema without

executing it. This analysis avoids a trial and error process in

which the system poses a query and executes it until reach a

suitable query. Petropoulos et al. [60] presented CLIDE, a user

interface for building SQL queries over a set of parameterised

views. CLIDE, besides query building, warns users when a

query over the selected views is not feasible.

Pan et al. report on [59] a generic framework for rep-

resenting query capabilities. This framework analyses the

feasibility of SQL queries over applications that include deep-

web applications. An implementation of this framework and a

recap on its main drawbacks is presented in [67].

In deep-web virtual integration, some approaches deal with

the possibility of filling more than one search form in, having

only one query. For example, if we have a search form of

flights in which we have to select a price range between 0-

1500e, 1500-5000e and >5000e, and a user query is of the

form “price < 3500e”, we need to fill two search forms in, one

with 0-1500e and another with 1500-5000e. In this last case,

a filter of flights whose price is less than 3500e is needed.

Zhang et al. [76] developed a translation technique, from the

unified search form to application search forms, that allows

multiple form submissions.

C. Deep Web accessing

The Filler (cf. Figure 2) takes a number of form filling

values as input and fills the application search form in. After

filling, this search form is submitted and the resulting page

is sent to the Navigator. The Navigator takes the result page

and classifies it into three categories: error, data or list.

An error page finishes the process, a data page is returned

immediately and, if the result page is a list page, the Navigator

navigates to the data pages by clicking on suitable links. Some

optimisations can be done in this process, for example, if we

are looking for flights whose cost is less than 3500e, we can

avoid clicking on flights whose price is higher. To perform

this optimisation, the Navigator uses the filters given as input

by the Search Form Plan Executor.

Finally, the resulting data pages are returned to the Extrac-

tor. The Extractor takes these data pages as input and produces

intermediate instances. This task is performed by extracting

information of the web page and giving semantics to this

information.

Regarding form filling, it is needed a search form model

to give semantics to search forms, which are designed by and

for users. Deep-web approaches use different types of search

form models [2], [36], [43], [55], [65], [75]. The first step to

generate a search form model is to identify labels, i.e., text

strings that give users an intuition about the semantics of a

form field [2], [36], [39], [43], [55], [58], [65], [75].

There are three different approaches to identify form field

labels automatically, and they rely on the idea that the label po-

sitions in a search form have significant semantic information.

In textual identification [36], [39], [43], the HTML code of a

search form is used to extract field labels. These techniques

rely on the idea that analysing HTML code approximately

captures the visual layout. In layout position techniques [2],

[55], [65], [75], besides the HTML code, physical layout is

used to extract field labels. In machine learning approaches,

a variety of algorithms are combined to identify field labels

[58].

The next step is to identify hidden database attributes.

Search forms issue queries to deep-web databases whose

structure is hidden partially, since a quick glance at the results

of submitting a search form can reveal some of their attributes.

These techniques extract hidden database attributes using only

a search form. Some approaches, after label extraction, identify

fields as attributes [2], [43], [65]. Other approaches allow

attributes comprised of form fields with their associated labels

[36], [55], [75], [76]. Kushmerick uses a machine learning

algorithm to perform attribute extraction [41]. Some form

models offer more information than labels and attributes, e.g.,

field order in form filling [25], mandatory fields [69], attribute

logic relationships or attribute units [36], and search form

query capabilities [69], [75].

Search form query capabilities are the different modes of

querying a search form, e.g., a search form of books ac-

cepts queries by title, which is mandatory, author, publication

year or any combination of them. The proposals that rely

on an advanced search form model extract the search form

query capabilities [69], [75], [76]. Shu et al. [69] extracts

them by issuing predefined queries through search forms

that help detect mandatory fields. Zhang et al. [75], [76]

extract hidden database attributes, operators that are applied

to these attributes, and their ranges. Attributes are combined

by conjunctive queries because this is enough to capture the
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query capabilities of most deep-web applications.

Regarding navigation, an important task is to classify the

page that results from a search form submission. This result

page can be an error page, a data page or a list page; in the

last case, it is necessary to navigate through the page links

to access to the data pages, which have to be also classified.

Classifiers of web pages use a number of features that can

be from the textual content, structural content or the visual

layout [62], [71]. Note that the classifiers usually work with

the significant portion of a web page that is the piece that

results from removing miscellaneous headers and footers.

Textual content techniques study features such as predefined

text patterns [47], [64], [69], e.g., “No matches” for error pages

or “Showing 1 - 20 of 50 000” for list pages. Structural content

approaches use the HTML tag tree to extract the features [6],

[10], [71], e.g., the position of a label in the tag tree have

significant meaning, if the label is present in the significant

portion of the web page it has to be considered. Visual layout

techniques use the features from the visual representation

rendered by a web browser [2], [39], [64], [75], e.g., a web

page with a number of images and some text at the right side

of each image can be a list page that shows title pages of

books and their corresponding information.

Caverlee and Liu [10] combines textual and structural

techniques to perform web page classification. This approach

fetches for areas in web pages that can be used to answer a

user query. At the beginning, they cluster web pages according

to their structural layout and, after this process, they filter each

cluster using textual features such as the size of the web page.

A web page can contain some features that are missing,

misleading, or unrecognisable for various reasons, e.g., the

web page contains a number of large images or Flash objects

but too little textual content. In these cases, the neighbours of

the web page are used to supply supplementary information

for the classification process [62]. A neighbour of a web page

A is another web page B that has a link of the form A → B or

A ← B whose distance is one. Distances greater than one can

be used to perform the neighbour analysis [62]. Besides the

links between web pages, there are a number of approaches

that use artificial links such as textual similarities between the

pages or the pages that co-occur in top query results [62].

Navigation patterns are used to navigate through links [43],

[56], [57], they define common navigation paths that are

repeated in several deep-web applications. Another technique

that can also be applied to navigate through links is focused

crawling [11]. Focused crawling techniques or those proposals

that use navigation patterns to optimise navigation processes

rely on a blind search, which results in unnecessary clicks that

lead to uninteresting pages. This argues for a more intelligent

method to navigate through deep-web applications.

One challenge is to avoid these excessive clicks by iden-

tifying summary information of interest in list pages, and

extracting this information so that uninteresting links are

not clicked. Summary information has to be detected using

record extraction techniques [1], [40], [46], [74], [77], and

data extraction can be performed by information extractors.

Montoto et al. [56], [57] presented a workflow language that

allows to define a task to not perform a blind search.

Regarding extracting, there are four types of information

extraction: hand-crafted, supervised, little supervised and un-

supervised. Hand-crafted extractors rely on the user to provide

the extraction rules [17], [34], [48]. Supervised extractors

use a set of labeled documents to learn extraction rules

using induction procedures [8], [23], [42]. Little supervised

extractors work the same as supervised ones but with just one

labeled document [13], [38]. Unsupervised extractors learn the

extraction rules without requiring a set of labeled documents

[18], [49], [72], [74]. Turmo et al. [70] survey information

extractors that work on natural language data pages and Chia-

Hui Chang et al. [12] survey information extractors that work

on structured and semi-structured data pages. Information

extraction techniques extract pieces of text from data pages;

later they must be endowed with semantics by means of

ontologisers [3], [19], [73].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Deep-web virtual integration approaches reduce the integra-

tion costs by providing a unified search form, which abstracts

away from the actual search forms. We argue that increasing

the abstraction level may help reduce the cost of a deep-web

data integration solution even further. This new abstraction

consists of working with high-level structured queries that

are posed over the integration solution: high-level structured

queries allow to abstract away from the deep-web application

search forms, and even from the unified search forms. Also,

high-level structured languages allows more specific and com-

plex queries than the unified search forms or keyword-based

query interfaces.

We believe that this new abstraction level avoids the de-

veloper to be concerned with the details of the integration

process, such as the execution plan that has to be used to

retrieve and integrate the data, or the search form submissions

that have to be performed to answer a query. The key problem

when dealing with (application or unified) search forms is that

they have some query capabilities, which have to be taken into

account when posing queries over it. Furthermore, the search

forms are human-oriented and they have not formally-defined

semantics.

In this paper, we propose IntegraWeb as a reference frame-

work to perform deep-web data integration by means of high-

level structured queries. IntegraWeb emerges as the synergy

between the research efforts made on database integration and

the Deep Web, and it uses the advances of both research fields

in combination. To the best of our knowledge, there is not a

proposal that uses high-level structured query languages to

integrate deep-web data. Furthermore, we survey the state of

the art in both research fields and how the existing techniques

have to be used in our reference framework.

Database integration research field has focused on the

integration of data stored in different applications. The existing

techniques go from a unique entry point by which the user

query the system (Mediators), to a totally distributed system
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in which each application has its data model and the user query

any of them (PDMS and PayGo systems). Also, the mappings

between the different data models can be totally exact at the

beginning of the integration process (Mediators and PDMS),

or they can be basic and evolve during this process (PayGo

systems).

The research on the Deep Web has focused on accessing

and integrating web data. The main challenge on developing

these techniques is to have into account the search forms, i.e.,

deep-web applications deliver their data by means of a search

form that have to be filled in by the user. In this research

field, there are two main approaches: retrieving and indexing

data pages to allow search engines to have access to them

(surfacing), or retrieving data pages, extracting data from these

pages and aggregating the results, to deliver the data to the user

as if only one deep-web application had been queried (virtual

integration).
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